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Conclusion

Within the historiography of pacifist feminism, there has been a general
reluctance to look further back than the First World War. The wide
range of literature on the Victorian women’s movement which has
been produced over the last twenty years has either neglected the fact
that many feminists were active in campaigns for international peace, or
has listed ‘peace’ as a women’s issue during the late nineteenth century
without offering any further analysis of how women were involved,
or what they did in this connection.1 The obvious exception is Jill
Liddington’s The Long Road to Greenham, a valuable longitudinal study
that emphasises the development of women’s peace politics from 1820
to the mid-1980s.2 The Long Road to Greenham gives an overview of
many of the central events in the period with which this book is con-
cerned, though of necessity it covers the period only briefly. It is hoped
that this book has added to Liddington’s work, to suggest that while
some Victorian women were highly active specifically in relation to peace
work, there were also a large number of feminists who incorporated
pacifist ideas into their wider political analysis of women’s position.
Feminists’ ideas of their role within the empire, their eligibility for
citizenship and their suitability to act as moral guardians in public life,
all made use in varying ways of gendered understandings of the role
of force and the relevance of pacifist strategies such as arbitration. As a
result, peace ideas had a pervasive influence on the Victorian women’s
movement.

Recent works by Sandi E. Cooper and Leila J. Rupp have also
addressed some of the issues with which this book is concerned. Cooper’s
articles on European pacifist women provide an international context
for the British women who are discussed here.3 Her examination of
the role of women within the Continental peace movement has high-
lighted trends of liberal internationalism and republican or radical
internationalism. She notes that ‘those who complained in later years
that the movement was timid, passive and negative were luxuriating in
selective memory, if not historical amnesia’.4 Her studies of women’s
peace work in Italy, Switzerland, the Netherlands and Austro-Hungary
provide a useful means of comparison with Britain, although the British
peace movement differed significantly from that of the Continental
Europeans in its approach to women’s pacifism. Leila J. Rupp has focused
on the growth of international women’s organisations, beginning with
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the International Council of Women in 1888 and continuing into the
twentieth century with the International Woman Suffrage Alliance and
the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom. Although
she does not focus in detail on Victorian feminism or the interrelations
between women’s individual efforts and the formal associations with
which they became linked, her work demonstrates that the twentieth-
century international women’s movement had clear origins in the late
nineteenth century. Rupp has examined the challenges of maintaining
a national identity during international work, describing how some
women attempted to transcend national allegiances, while others, such
as the International Council of Women, held that nationalism and inter-
nationalism could be complementary.5

Victorian conceptions of national identity were closely linked to
Britain’s status as an imperial power. Antoinette Burton’s Burdens of
History has convincingly argued that in Victorian Britain, nation and
empire were effectively one and the same, and allegiances to each were
‘concentric and mutually dependent’.6 She has shown how the con-
struction of the imperial nation was reliant on an external ‘other’ against
which it was defined, suggesting that this conflation of the nation and
the empire gave feminists the means to argue that their role in the nation
amounted to a responsibility for the race and indeed the empire itself.7

Yet while Burton has demonstrated that national and imperial superiority
were closely connected to ‘separate spheres’ arguments of women’s moral
superiority, there is little consideration in her work of how far the various
strands of feminism contested these discourses. Imperial feminism was
an important component of the Victorian women’s movement, but there
were also dissenting voices. Where British feminists put forward anti-
imperialist or internationalist arguments, they frequently attempted to
question the legitimacy of the British imperial nation, and to challenge
nationalist and imperialist ideas.

This book has sought to demonstrate that there were distinct
pacifist feminist arguments from as early as the 1870s. Henrietta Müller’s
Women’s Penny Paper and Florence Fenwick Miller’s Woman’s Signal
advanced ideas which connected women’s suffrage and the advent of
peaceable international relations, for example in assertions that ‘there
is more international feeling between the women of the world at present
than between any section of men’. Fenwick Miller’s ideas of ‘a sisterhood
of women’ which ‘must make for peace and for union throughout the
world’ implicitly established in feminist discourse an essentialist assump-
tion that women were unified in their interests as a result of their
common biological and social experiences.8
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Like feminism, pacifism in this period was in no way unified in its
politics or methods. While some of the women who were involved in the
work of the Peace Society attempted to keep the peace movement distinct
from the feminist movement, there were nonetheless important areas of
overlap. E. M. King, for example, was active in the campaign against the
Contagious Diseases Acts and founded the short-lived London branch
of the Women’s International Peace Association in 1873. She publicly
argued as early as 1872 that women should be afforded ‘the right to be
heard or represented’ in the settlement of international disputes.9

Victorian feminists, of course, used arguments of patriotism in
the service of other causes. Florence Balgarnie, for example, argued at
a suffrage meeting in 1884 that ‘We, women, live in the country, we
are citizens of the country, and we, women, I venture to say, love our
country. It is because we do love our country, because we are patriots
just as much as men are patriots that we wish for the change that
we may share in the government of our country.’10 While this argument
employed the revised version of patriotism discussed earlier in this book,
in its solely feminist interpretation it neglected the role of physical force
in women’s subordination. A purely feminist approach was limited in the
degree to which it could address the use of governmental power, and
particularly in how it approached questions of empire and nationalism.
The introduction of critical perspectives on the use of physical force,
whether against regions of the empire or against other nations, opened
up the issue of governmental power to feminist debate. This is not to
suggest that pacifist feminism was in some sense superior to other forms
of feminism, but rather it shows that pacifist feminist perspectives were
strategically useful for the Victorian women’s movement because they
could serve to advance feminist debate.

The implications of these developments were significant for early
twentieth-century feminism. Although the women’s movement experi-
enced dramatic shifts in policy and emphasis during the early twentieth
century, and pacifist arguments changed drastically in the face of the
total war of 1914–18, it can nonetheless be argued that the theoretical and
political development of pacifist feminist ideas during the late nineteenth
century laid much of the groundwork for these new internationalist
movements.11 Thus, although there is no historiography which connects
pacifism to feminism before 1914, many of the feminists who were active
in political campaigns in the final decades of the nineteenth century were
also involved in the peace movement. The wide range of perspectives
taken by feminists on the uses of physical force included: free trade
radicalism, which was expected to make relations between nations more
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equitable and therefore peaceful; anti-expansionism, as demonstrated
by Isabella Tod’s promotion of enlightened international relations com-
bined with a socially responsible imperial nation; maternalism, or the
argument that mothers’ roles as socialising agents meant that they had a
responsibility to inculcate a respect for moral, rather than physical force
in their children; Evangelical pacifism, as seen in Priscilla Peckover’s
arguments that the promotion of peace was an essential component of
Christianity; feminist internationalism, as seen in Henrietta Müller and
Florence Fenwick Miller’s concept of a sisterhood of women across the
world; abolitionism, or the argument (most typically by Josephine Butler)
that the empire should be based on the peaceful conversion of subject
peoples to Christianity; and finally, the jingoistic imperialism of women
such as Millicent Fawcett, who did not incorporate critiques of the use
of force into their feminism and argued instead that the demonstration
of women’s capacity for citizenship required their acceptance of the
need for physical force in international and imperial relations.

From these perspectives, four distinct strands of pacifist feminism
can be identified, all of which drew upon established traditions of polit-
ical or religious thought but applied feminist perspectives on the use of
force to these ideas. These were free trade radicalism, moderate interna-
tionalism, Evangelical feminism and international citizenship. Free trade
ideas were common until the early 1890s, and can be seen most clearly in
the arguments of Lydia Becker and Caroline Ashurst Biggs. For example,
in response to the Turkish invasion of Bulgaria in 1876, Becker argued that
the Bulgarians were entitled to ‘security for life and liberty, and oppor-
tunity for the development of their industry and culture’. These ideas
incorporated concerns with political representation through arguments
that ‘If the [British] nation is in any way responsible for the maintenance
of the power which has committed the atrocities . . . women cannot free
themselves from their share in such responsibility.’12 Evangelical social
purity feminists such as Laura Ormiston Chant developed comparable
reformulations of patriotism, using maternalist rhetoric to argue that ‘We
talked about [the military] . . . being the defenders of our country, but
the defence of our country was to recognise the whole humanity of the
world.’13 E. M. Southey used similar concepts, phrasing her arguments in
terms of ‘The world-wide patriotism of the Prince of Peace’.14 The social
reformer Lady Aberdeen argued in 1899 that ‘We women of this day are
learning a new kind of patriotism – we are learning to covet for our coun-
tries that they shall emulate one another as to which . . . can do the most
to maintain the peace of the world.’15 This moderate internationalism
drew heavily upon alternative visions of patriotism, as did a speech given
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by Mrs W. P. Byles in 1904 when she argued that ‘It is the duty of all
peace reformers to try to generate, by word and act and vote, a new
patriotism; and the duty especially lies heavily upon us women to nourish
a nobler patriotism.’16 The common ground between these liberal per-
spectives and their Evangelical equivalents described above was a vision
of universalism, a humanity that transcended all other considerations.

Primarily, however, it was conceptions of international citizenship
that gathered pace in the twentieth century and became more readily
identified with feminist argument. Virginia Woolf ’s classic reformulation
of women’s nationhood in Three Guineas epitomised this approach, and
popularised the idea that women experienced their nationalism and pat-
riotism in very different ways than did men. Ideas of women’s international
citizenship had their origins in late nineteenth-century feminisms. As early
as 1870, Lydia Becker argued ‘the womanly spirit of courage, patriotism,
and self-devotion . . . is of no particular age or country’.17 In 1904, Jane
Addams – then only beginning upon her career as a pacifist – was
described by Lucia Ames Mead as a follower of the principle: ‘My country
is the whole world.’18 This phrase was coined by Thomas Paine in Rights
of Man: ‘My country is the whole world, and my religion is to do good.’
It was modified and used during the nineteenth century by abolitionists
such as William Lloyd Garrison, who provided the phrase: ‘My country is
the world, my countrymen are mankind.’19 These sentiments were echoed
by Becker and other late Victorian feminists in relation to ‘women’ but
it was not until 1938 that Virginia Woolf memorably prefaced the state-
ment with the words ‘as a woman’: ‘as a woman, I have no country. As a
woman I want no country. As a woman my country is the whole world.’20

Woolf ’s Three Guineas included an analysis of women’s historical
exclusion from citizenship rights, and argued that ‘the very circum-
stances of female upbringing and education, or disenfranchisement and
domestication . . . [gave] women a completely different perspective on
such basic masculine concepts as patriotism and loyalty’.21 The text called
upon ‘women’ as a group to take the position of ‘outsiders’ and resist
nationalist and (traditional) patriotic ideologies.22 The emotive nature of
the phrase ‘my country is the whole world’ belies a radical internation-
alism, a concept of global citizenship that can be traced back to Paine
himself. The use of similar terms during the late nineteenth century is a
crucial indication that women’s relationship to and role within the nation
was being subjected to unprecedented scrutiny, and it was particularly
in pacifist, internationalist and humanitarian strands of feminism that
such ideas developed. However, it was not until the twentieth century
that such ideas gained a truly popular appeal.
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